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0. introduction 
This paper contains the solution to a problem first posed by F.W. Lawvere in 
March 196% namely, to give a construction far the associated sheat functor in an 
elementary topos E with a topology j, which corresponds precisely to that com- 
monly used when E is a topos in the sense of [3 1. The immediacy of this problem 
was somewhat diminished by the discovery. by Lawvere in 1970, of an alternative 
construction using properties of the sheaf classifier 32j, and by Freyd’s direct proof 
121 that this construction yields a left exact functor. Nevertheless, it is still of inte- 
rest that the Grothendieck direct-limit construction can be translated into the inter- 
nal language of an elementary topos; and the construction. provides a good example 
of the way in which internal functors and colimits may be used to compensate for 
the absence of infinite external colimits. 
1. Construction of the functor + 
1 .I. Notation. E is an elementary topos, with subobject classifier 82 and a (fixed) 
topology j : s2 --c 52. We denote by J the subobject of S2 characterized by j (i.e. the 
classifier for dense subobjects), and by S2j the image of i (the classifier for closed 
aubobjects). J is a partially ordered set object in E, with order relation JO defined 
by the diagram 
52 -s2xs-z 0 
where both rows are equalizers and the left-hand square is a pullback. 
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Let P be any object of E and let P + F be the extension of P representing partial 
maps 14, p. I 11. _Let i) be the closure of P in p. and let _ p : P -4 be the characteristic 
map ofP + i). We make P into a (contravariant) internal furactor object over J as 
follows: Form the pullback 
i 
is 
4 
Jo -- “2 +J 
and construct he diagram 
1 rx I 
P +_ .-^._ _.-...._I__ e , Jxp-_- _-__ .- . _2--_3p > 
Here all faces of the right-hand cube are ~;llbacks. as are the square faces of the 
triangular prism. Hence in particular P > + PO is dense since it is obtained by 
pulling back and composing dense monomorphisms. Now by the defjnition of i) 
there exists a unique 4 : PO + P making the top face of the left-ham; cube a pull- 
back; but the bottom of the Ieft-hand cube is also a pullback by tho definition of A. 
So the front face of the left-hand cube cqmmutes ince both ways round are charac- 
teristic maps of the dense subobject P B-% PO. 
it is now apparent from the uniqueness of the structure map 4 that it satisfies the 
necessary associativity and unitary conditions to make (P, a) an algebra over the 
mGad whose func tor part is E/J L E/Jo -----L E/J, i.e. an internal functor &t 
PP -+E. 
It is obvious that the construction of p and hence of P+ is functorial in P. 
I .3. Remark. In the case when E is the category of presheaves on a Grothendieck 
topofogy, it is easily *en that this is the usual construction (cf. [I, pp. 24-301). 
For we have, for any representable functor U, 
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and this is precisely the diagram over which one takes (external) colimits to define 
P+( Cr). 
2. Basic properties of + 
Proof. Since X X - preserves oolimits, we have 
n1 
I$I,(A~)~ XX coeq(JO - J). 
n2 
Ixt J - Q be this coequaiizer; then we observe that if U? J ate any two mor- 
phisms, there exists 7 : U --*J such that U 2) J X J and U 2% J X J both 
fx tor through JO (viz. y = ~(a, 0)). Hence J + Q coequalizrs any pair of morphisms 
into J. 
But J + 1 is epi (since it is split by 1 - & .I) and hence a coequalizer ; and it trro 
cwqua.kes any pair of morphisms into J. So we have factorizations 
henceQJ 1. 
2.2. ‘f$eorem. There is a natural morphism of i!t ttmd functurs a! : AP + (p, t) such 
thur 
(i) Q is mono * P is separated, 
(ii) Q is is0 e P is a sht?af. 
Roof. Since J has a maximal element (viz. 1 I+ J), we know that $I, of any in- 
ternal functor is its pullback along t. Hence we can regard ~11 as the counit of the ad- 
junction (A --i lip&), or alternatively we can construct it as the unique morphism 
such that 
P------+ l P 
I 
1 Ixt I 
px J--Lp 
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is a pullback. (This will ensure that 
commutes.) 
(1) Now suppose P is separated. and we have morphasms U ~3 X J ccwqualized 
by Q. Then they are also coequalized by nti + ? so we can write them as (0 1 . I)) and 
(dZ, 4). Now the morphism ~(0 1, $) : U + p represents a dense subobiec t R - c’ . 
and a morphism R J-+ P such that 
$f __._ ‘L__~ p 
t 
1 
i 
&L___ .-_.--_, i 
is a pullback. But now the diagrams 
R _-X-_-Y_, p 
Y 
i 
ht 
u -(B1s*) 
i 
-3PXJ 
must 
R- 
both be pullbacks; so in particular @,I, = 7 = $I,,. But P is separated and 
* 
41 is dense: so 8 I = B2. 
QI1 
ConverseIy, ifcr is mono and U 82M ----+ P are equalized by a dense subobjec t 
R H U, we deduce that (0 1, $) and(Q, $) : U + P X J are coequali& by or, where 
\Il is the characteristic map ofl? )--, U. Hence 8, = 8 t. 
(ii) Suppose P is a sheaf* and let 8 : U -* b bc any morphism. Form the pullback 
R-L”P 
T 
i 
1 
0 
1 p-.-L._p p 
Il’hen a is dense, so there exists a unique 6 : W + P such that S u = 7. Let I) * U --* J
be the characteristic map of o; then the diagram 
T--‘---P 
u I I 
i 1 
Ixt 
w 
mbl 
---4PXJ 
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is a pullback, and hence cr(6, $) = 0 (since both pull back P -+ p to R E--+ U). Ap-. 
plying this to 0 = lp, WC thus have an inverse for ar. 
Grnversely, if lr is iso and we are given 
with u dense, we can rfpresent it by a unique morphism 0 : 0 + ii, and then the 
composite U -% F e- --+ P X J -%P is readily seen to be the unique morphism 
extending 7. 
2.4. I~~mrna. For arty P, the image of P - i) -k P+ is II dense subobject of P. 
Roof. Let 0 : p*_* 52 be the characteristic map of the image. Now the pullback of 
the image along td contains P - p and is thus dense, i.e., j0 u factors through 
1 ---C--42. But t4 is epi. so j0 factors through 1 -J--+S2. 
2.5. Corollary. 77~ rwtumf illlip P -+ Pe is urtisersul w.r.t, maps ofP into sheaves. 
Mvrce irr purticuhw, if there exists n 2 0 swh that fi+y’ is a sheaf; the?1 it is the 
assosiiWd shd*af of P. 
Proof. Suppose given f : P + S, S a sheaf. We can form the diagram 
P _.__L.,s 
I 
i --+.. 
1 
P+ 
f+ i- + . . . .-. . _. --_3 ,y 
so a factorization off through P + P+ exists. And it is uniqr.,- since any two such 
factorizations must agree on the image of P --+ p, which is dense by 2.4. 
2.6. Lemma. There exists a (unique) morphism P’ 3 S27 such thut the diagram 
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Roof. We show that P -J-f--+ 52 y -f-w 5.2; coequal&s P* --;r-;-* +?NowP() s-3 
corresponds to the partial map 
Hence when composed with IV it gives the transpose of the characteristic map of the 
graph of this partial map. i.e., 
p ___^_. _-_ - __“_--+ 1 
is a puiiback. Similarljr . 
JXP --------+ 1 I 
T 
i 
I 
i (jp2) 
i 
fr 
e-v 
t 
p. x p _-__-!!~_* 
is g puliback. Now composing with f corresponds to taking the closures of these 
two subobjects of Pa X P; but the first factors densely through the sxond, so their 
closures are equal. Thus f w[ = f wn2. 
2.7. Theoten. For any P, P’ is sqmtu~ed 
Roof. We show that the factorization P+ 
$ is a sheaif, this will suffice. 
P + Qj constructed in 2.6 is mono; since 
Observe first that if we have a commutative triangle 
x y----+z w--_-P 
with clr epi, then p is mono iff, whenever cd 3 X is coequahzed by 7, it is also CCF 
equalized by Q. For this condition implies that we have a factorization 
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where 7 = coim y = coeq(kcmef-pair of y), and then fs~ = a 3 q cpi, pT_r =u =$ q 
mono. So q is an iso~;~~rphism. andfl is mono. 
Now suppose U 
lized by tl. 
), $ P arc coequa!ized by ‘IV. We show that they are coequa- 
Regarding the yi as partiai maps 
i 
w 
the condition means that the graphs of the two partial maps have the same closure 
in U X P. Hence if we form the intersection 
it is dense in both RI and R,. and we have a unique p3 : R, -+ P such that 
03 = 0, IR3 = i32k - 
LRt y3 : U + i & the morphism representing p3 ; then the diagrams 
both commute, where 6, is the factorization through the pullback of the cone 
char(Rs, Ri) 
I i 
9 
JO 
=2 
--------+J 
souyl =uy3 = uy2 ; hence the result is proved. 
2.8. Theorem. I”? is sepapcltecl. P’ is a sheaf 1 
Proof. Sirxt P is separated, we know that P-ipF-+ “p’ is mono. Let P hc the &sure 
of P in fir; we will show P+ k P as subobjects of S2j ., 
Fust observe that we have a unique morphism $ : P -+ i) swh that 
is a puilback. Then the morphisms 
-. 
agree on the dense subobjec t P * P ; but $ is a sheaf. so they are equal. Hence 
PGP. 
But we already know that P HP+ is dense, by 2.4; so p G p. 
We have now proved that the functor +, iterated twice, gives us the asscxiated 
sheaf of an arbitrary object P of E. 1 t should be pointed out that the proofs of 2.7 
and 2.8, in invoking the existence and properties of the sheaf a:, are effectively 
using all the machinery required for the Lawvere construction. This is not altogether 
surprising since it appears that, without the full strength of the topos axioms, the 
mere existence of internal coiimits is not enough to guarantee that they have the 
properties we expect of them. For example. the difficulty in proving directly that 
P’ is separated is that we do not have a convenient characterization ~9 msrphisms 
U + P+. unless they happen to factor through b -’ -H F’. In the case of a category 
of presheaves, we need onty consider epresvz~ahfe functors U (which are of course 
projective); and a similar direct proof Could no doubt be given under the assump- 
tion that E hxs enough projectives, Othe. wise, the only way round this diffWty 
seems to be the observation contained in the proof of 2.7; this observation is in fact 
valid in any category where we have unique factorization of morphisms intu coequa- 
lizer + mono, but its application here is crucially dependent on the fact that a topos 
has “enough sheaves” in the sense that any separated objet t may be embedded in a 
sheaf. 
3. Left exactness of + 
In apptying the assmiated sheaf unctor, we need to know that it is left exact, 
i.e. that it preserves finite limits. Originaliy, one of the main disadvantages of the 
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Ltiwvcre construction was that it Jid not yield 3 direct proof of this fact, and it was 
necessfq to resort tr, a rather circuitous argument involving categories of fractions 
(see 141 ); in contrast, the proof c)f left exactness for the new construe ticjn is cnti- 
rely straightforward. 
Roof. Since the forgetful functor EJOP -+ E/J create s limits, it is sufficient to check 
the left cxxtness of the 4xmposite functor into E/J. 
But this functor has a left adjoint, namely pullback along 1 --‘---d for if (U, CR) 
is any object over J. 3 morphism (U, a) -+ (k. 9) over J is uniquely determined by a 
morphism R + P, where R is the subobject of U characterized by ar. 
In fact, the functor into /?C’P also has a left adjoint, namely lir~~; but the proof 
of this faut is more complicated. 
Proof. The proof that lim, preserves the terminal object is contained in 2.1. So it 
suffices to consider pro 3 ucts of pairs. 
Let F -%_+ l--+ I;‘ and G, r-5 G he internal functors s)p + f., and 1s t their zolimits 
be F + E,, G --, M, respectittly. Let F X, G + N be the colimit of the product func- 
tor. Now the projections F X, G + F, F X, G + G induce factorizations ;V + L. 
A’ + M and hence a morphism N + L X M. We construct an inverse for this mor- 
phism as follows: 
Since E is Cartesian closed, F X G + L X M is the coequalizer of 
(;“,;I 
(FOX G)@(FX G,):=======WX 0, 
q x 1 
( 1 x n2 1 
so it suffices to define a morphism F X G NV coequalizing this pair. Let Fa- J. 
G -@+J be the morphisms defining F, G as objet ts over J, and let R 1 +F F X G, 
R, ++ F X G be the subobjects characterized by an19 &. Let R3 )-+ F X G be 
their intersection and 7 : F X G -+ J its characteristic map. Now let 6 1 : F X G + Fo, 
6, : F X G 3 Go be the fac:torizations through the two pullbacks of the cones 
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Then we observe that the morphisms t8 1 :FXG+F.qS2:FXG-+Gbothlie 
over the morphism y : F X G + J and so induce iP X G --, F X, G. 
We now show that the composite F X G --* FX, G + h’ cwqualizcs the Parr cd 
morphisms given above. Consider first F[, X G t I; X G; we vdl cmstruct a t‘ac to- 
rization 
F() x G 
(IX 1) j 
,FXG 
I (n2 X 1) 
t i 
; (E x f?) 1 
Fo XJf-J co 
W2 X 791 
“,FX,G 
Let S, , S2, S, be the subobjects of FO X C characterized by anI (I X I). 
crq (17~ X 1: and @r2, respectively; then St < S2. Let S4 = S, n S,, S5 = S, 
andletT4,yg :FoXG 4 be their characteristic maps. Let q : FO X G --* Fo. 
e2 : F. X G --+ Go be factorizatians through pullbacks of the cones 
and then let 9 : f;‘o X G -* F. XJ~ G, be the fat torization of 
F. X G 
(_)\5FXJG 
1 
“2 I 
Jo - l J 
This is readily checked to be the required morphism; and F X GO 3 F X G may be 
dealt with simikrly. So we have a well-defined morphism L X M -*At 
To prove that it is inverse to N + L X M, we need to observe thst 
F X ,C + F X G + F X ,C is the identity, and that 
FXG ---F X G 
\FX’ GH J 
are coequalized by F X (3 + I, X M. But the first of these follows from the fact that 
R, n (FX, G) = R, n (FXJ G); and the second may be proved by arguments simi- 
lar to those already given. 
In order to prove 
result: 
3.3. Lemma.LetFo 
that l?, preserves more general limits, we need the following 
2 F be in1 irltcrnal firnctor Jo p + E, artd F * L its cwlimiting 
Roof. Although this lemma is true for arbitrary functors F, the proof is not in 
general constructive. However, for the particular case when F is a functor of the 
form @ t}, we observe that the argument of 2.7 provides us with a constructive 
proof of this result (in which, moreover, we may always take cy = 1 u); for if U Zt i) 
are coequaltied by P r! + P+, they are certainly coequalized by 
Whilst it is still possible to prove the foliowing lemma using the weaker version 
of 3.3 as stated above, the proof is greatly simplified by the assumption that the 
functors involved are of the form (p, E); this will clearly be sufficient fbr our pur- 
poses. 
3.4. Lemma. The fimctur 19J preserves pullbacks (and hence all finite limits). 
Roof. Let 
be a diagram in EJop, and let L, M, N be the colimits of F, G, H, respectively. Let 
Q be the c&nit of the pullback functor FX, G. As in 3.2, we construct an inverse 
for the canonical factorization Q -* L X, M; this amounts to constructing amor- 
phism FXN G -*FXHGwithp p ro erties similar to those of the morphism 
F X 13 + F XJ G constructed in 3.2. 
But since the projections 
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NC coequalizcd by N + N, we can apply 3.3 to obtain a morphism 7 : FX, G + if, 
and then use the methods of 3.2 to construct Q : FXlv G + F, 0: FX., G --, G lying 
over y. Then (a, 6) : FX,, G -+ FX, G is the required morphism; the rest ot‘ tk 
proof is exactly similar to 3.2. 
Combining 3.1 and 3.4, we now have: 
3.5. Tkeotem. 7% firnclor + : E + E is left t?xw&. 
3.6. Remark. As an immediate consequence of 3.5, we may note that the functor + 
preserves A-model objects, for any finitary algebraic theory A. In particular, it gives 
us a functor from the (abelisn j category AME) of abelian group objects of E into 
itself. Assuming that we can construct derived funotors in this category, we have a 
spectral s+zquencc relating the right derived functors of + to those of ++, in the clas- 
sick case this is the relation between tech snd ordinary cohomology. 1do not yet 
know whether there are any other interesting applications of this sequence. 
In conchrsion, 1 should like to thank Professor Saunders MacLane for several 
stimtkting conversations on the subject of this paper, and Professor %%Uiam Lawvere 
for his valuable suggestions about its presentation. 
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